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 .84 MB When I want to disable the protection I have this output: [root@localhost ~]# cd /tmp [root@localhost tmp]#./daemon-
tools.exe -t 1 -e [root@localhost tmp]# ls [root@localhost tmp]# cd../.. [root@localhost tmp]#./daemon-tools.exe -p

[root@localhost tmp]# As you can see, even if the shell returns the successful command, no other command are executed and
the daemon seems to be in the same state. I know that my commands are correct because when I execute them manually from
the root of the folder, the right result is obtained. Any help would be appreciated, thanks in advance. A: I believe you need to
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launch the command with sudo. If it's not going to do what you want, you could specify a different directory to run the tool in.
Do something like: sudo./daemon-tools.exe -p -l /tmp I don't have daemon-tools available so I can't test, but that should work. Q:
How do i configure a C# project for deployment to Windows? I have a WinForms application. I don't want to modify it to use
the Framework version. I'd like to use the Framework version but I'd like to have the option to switch back to the WinForms

version if the framework version crashes or does something weird. So my question is, what files need to be changed or added in
order to have the WinForms project "deployable" to windows? Do i need to do this manually or is there a pre-created project
template that I can use? You need to make sure you set the target platform to "Any CPU". If you look at your project file, it

should look something like: Once you change the 82157476af
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